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LTHiCAL ISSUES IN WORKING WITILYOUNG CHILDR.EN

I

hhat should a teacher do when

t.a parent demands that she use a _method

of discipline that goes against her

on preferences?

.when the'ohner of her day care center
appears to be giving'false information'

td the licensing.authorities?-

when-,a parent complains to her about _

the behavior of a colleague?
0

when a child tells her about raw

breaking behavior observed at home?_,/--

when a mother liours out all her

personal 'troubles?

The list of questions of this .k.ind is

potentially very tong. But ,answers to

such questions cannot be, drawn from research

reports, from the accUmUlated knowledge of

child development, or even from eduptional

philosophy. The issues raised -and -their

answers lie in the realm of professional_

ethics.
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'One of the characteristic features of a

profession is that 1,ts practitioners share a

codv of e Iiics,.4.1sually developed, promoted

and monito ed by a.profesional society or

association. Agreement as to idiether'a given

4

occupation is reall) a,bona fide profession,

4or when it becomes ,so, is difficult to obtain

(Becker, 1962). In thi s paper the term

"profession': is used in t_ general sense to

refer to an occupation tht is client-service

centred as distinguished from those occupations

that are profit or product centered or bureau-

1-

erotically orgamized. While day care and pre-
_

chool workers are not yet professionftlized,

their work frequently gives rise to the kinds

or vroblems addressed b.codes of ethics.

The pig of tlis paper is to encourage

discussion of the c plex ethical problems

encountered by d care and preschool workers.

4
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1 sha 1(1.'at temp- Nto suggest some of the

cc ra1sues by addressing. the wie-st ions:
. .

Itha do %,,e mean by a code of et Iv cs ?

is a code of ethics important?

what are some examples of etlyi cal
conflicts in day care and preschool
work?

IThatI steps might be taken' to hel;) day
care and presGhool workers reso've
these conl ict

o e B t;r: o o

Of all the di-cOon.ary definitions of

"ethics" oval lable, the one most relevant

here is "the systenFor code of morals of a

part icular phi lofropher /religi on, group,

prc4ession, etc." ,tsYebster's 2nd Edit ion,

Unabridged) More specifically, Moore defines

"ethicsY as "...private syst ern ll of law which .

%are character i St ic of al rformal 1 y constituted

organi :at ions" (1970, p. 116). He note

also that these codes " .4..Inghlight proper

relations with clients or others outside the

5
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organizations, rather than procedural. . ,

1 .

-rules for organizational behavior" (p.,-110.

Similarly, B r ff says that ethics

"...refer(s) to the way a. groui?.of asSbciates

,define(s),their special responsibility to...,

one another and the rest of'the social I .

order in which they wor
!

Maurice Levine (1972), in 'his oxaminati4

di the complex ethical problems,which,arise

in the practice of psychiatry, propose
*

that codes of ethics can be understobd as
r P

. on.z.#9,f the methods by which groups of

workers cope with theirtemptations. He.

, suggests also that othics,have the function'

of minimizing the distOrting effects of
.)

wihful thinking, of liMiting or inili.bitjng

ne's destructive. finpul_ses: in addition.;

A -

,-Levine asserts that codes of ethicsembody

,.
. ,1

thos e,principles or forces. which stand in' i:
t .

. . .

.J. . ' 4
opposition to self faggrandizemekt--esPecially

.

4
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when.Sel&-aggrandizemont might he at the

expense of other's. Similarly, according to

ticirie, ethics Tr.oide guidejirws for action

in cases of potentrally significant damage

to oth-ers, 6r potential harm to another's
. -

interests. In mucn the same spirit, Eisenbel-g

(1975) proposes a,"general law "that the lure

powerful achange agent, or ti.given treat--

0 '

ment; the riskier its application:" As the

risk to either the client or the practitioner.

increases, the necessity for ethical guide-

lines seems to increaser.9 .

From tie,to time, I have aslftd,students

in early ciiildhodd eaucation to try:to :develOp

cedes of ethics for themselves. Invariably

they produce sets of statements that are Mdre
.

.

apprOpriately defined as` vgoal.s" rather than
,,

. .'

ethics, although the distinctiOns ben,een the
_ ' ,s

.1

twos are not alwa s e=asily' made. The statement,

s all impart knowledge and skills" seems



.to.0elong to the category of go4s. The
. .

. .%

4 sliement, "I shall respect the child's

ethhc background" more easily seems to

. belong to ,the category of ethics. The
...

majoir distinction between the two
t

.
ocategries seenis- to be that g6als are

'4.

broad, statements about.thb effects one '4

intends'to have. Ethics, on the other hand,

seem toNbe st'atementg about how to Ipnduct

oneself in the course of implementing goals'.

s.

'1'n summary, a code of ethics may be

definedwas a serof sttatements that helps

us to deal with the temptationAinherent in

'our accupat .. A code of ethics may also

'help us to act in tens of that which we

believe to be right rather than what is

expsdientespecially when doing what we

2' believe is right carrie risks. Situations

in which doing what is right caiees hi

probability of getting an award or being



A
' 1`

' rewarded may not require a cede of.ethics' as

much as AituatiOn's. rife hith risks (e.g.,°,, riskin4

the loss of a job or a liTens'e't/ bract ice,

facing professional blacklistsing or even

harlier consequences). Codes of ethics ale

sta4ements about right qr good hays to

conduct ourselves an the course of.

implementing our goals.: They 'are stqtements

thdt encourage. us (i.e. gix're us the courage)

to act in accordame with our professional

7 judgment of i.lint is best for the clients

being semed even when thev.may not agree.

coat,, oflethics give us courage to act in

believe to he in the best

interests of-the client -rather than in .terms'
.

of what will make'our clients like us.
\

Needless. to say,lche ethical principles

impliod in the code reflect the group's

pasition on what is valuable and worthwhile
.

--:

in society in general.

4.
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FoSc the purrses, of this 'paper, the

- s
main features- of code of. ethics considered,s1

are' the group 's beliefs ab,out : (1) what is

.
right rather_than expedient-, (2) what is

good zriit her than Sioply practical, (3) what
.

acts members must .hever 'engage in Or condone
.

even i f, tlose acts would work or if. members

o

could get away with such acts, and a group's

- bel arding acts to which they must

never he accomplices, byst'anderspr contri-

butors.

Why CodAr ftitior Important?
a.

.The specific aspects of warking with
.

preschool children thzit give rise to ethical

t pro-Blems addressed here are the (1) power

and status of_ practitioners, (2) multiplicity)

Of clients, (3) ambiguity of 'the data base,

and (4') role ambiguity. Each aspect is

di scus'sed

'1.
8
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Power and Status of Practitioners

It is ,tal.en as a general principle

that in any professibn, the more pouerless'

the client visa-vis rile practifLoiler, the

more important the practitioner%s ethics

become. That is to'say, the greater the

power of the practit-toner over the client,
ry

the "greater the necessity for internalized.

restraints against Ausing fhat poker.

Preschool p.ractitionershave great

poker over young children, especially in day

care centers. PractitrioneiN' superior

p,hy1;ical poker over.young children is

'obvious. In addiiton, practitioners have_

virtually..total power over the pychological

good "and res-oStices of value to the young

in their care: The young 's power to
.

modify a, teacher's behavior is largely

dependenton the extent to which a teacher
b. .

yi of dst~ poker to Whafeer power

. 9
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phi Idrei, !nigh/ ha\ e over their 'C'ziregners '

Ishat for is iinI ihei to he under Lonsc Ott,,
,co)tit ru i , Oh \ i Dui Cy- (ping ch I 1 den canool

,effe'etiie1> organi rilses o r ,,boycct t

or report Malpractice to le aut,hori t

1 drep may repoi't to a parent Miat they`
,,-petce e be alms i ve'ca rCgi ver behavior,

bt,n-- the a I di t y of such report r-? is often.'
clues t,Lon u rt he rmolre , parental,

. .
,

react Ions to th6sci 'report s may be unrel abje.

is

In one case, a fl ve year- old reported to .

hi` mother that .he had beeri,:gi ven o,Lily one

slice of bread during the dy--dt the center.
a- pun i sliment fait mi sb avi or . His mother

),has report ed t o have repptided 1g saying

."t hen t behave yourseri."

It is" neither possible nor, desira

to monitor teachers donstantY in order-to

e

ensure that such abuses do not occur. Since0

t here are often no 'other* experts hatching," (

N

,
1 0 ,
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as Moo're (1970) puts it, and the Jhild!

.Self-protective repertoire is limited, a

code of-ethics, internalised as commitments

toright conduct, might hell), to stLengtlipp

resistance to occupational temptations and
-4

help practitioners to make ethical choices.
r

Another aspect of the hork of preschool

afid day care praciitioners which affects

ethlcal behm,ior rs the relatively loh
.

statu-tfsprbctitioners:in the early -child-
.

hood field. Parent!: '§etm far mare

to make demands on practitioners for given

kinds of practices in preschool and day

care centers than they are to demand specific

medical procedures from pediatriciavor

t

example.

ase in point is an incident concerning

a young mother i,ho brought her four-year-old

son to the clay care center every morning at

7:30 and picked him up again every ev(ning

11



-around 5:.10 p.m. She have the staff

rict instruct ions that wider no ci'rNum-
.

stancy, has the child to nap during the,

day. She c\plJine.d that then she took her

son home in the exenifigs she was tired

from her long day and eede'd tg be dblce

to feed him and -have 'in: tuclitd away for

the night 4 :soon as passible, :It is not

difficult to picture.the difficulties

encount ered by the staff of this proprietary

day care centler. By the middle of the

afternoon this chi 1d was unmanageable.

The state regulations under which the center

b.ds liccned specified a daily rest period

for all children. Sensitivity an,d responsive-
.
ness to parental preferences, however, were

also main tenets of the center's philosophy..

Although the staff 'attempted to tall, to

the mother about the child's fatigue and

int FAIIrtibi 1 ity, the 'mother 'had little

'A

12



regard for the staff's expertise and jud

I
tof,10_, sl-zgarOfe-for 2s2..,°at e licensing.

standards.

ik In the sitUation destrihed above, the

staff ha :i fiustrated and angered by the

wither and'the child, and felt victimized

e- by both.. Could they put the 'child down for

a nap and get away with .it? A real

temptation! Would that hork Would it be

right? It might have been ri it to ask

the mother to place her child'il a different-

center. Butsuch a suggestio has risks:

a proprietary day are center is financially

dependent on maintaining as Kill- enrollment

as possible. Also, in some communities,

alternative placemems arc simply not

mailable'.

7\i:cumulated experience suggests that

four -year olds thrive best with adequate

1--- ,..rest period:4 during the day, and a state

13
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regulation requirfng such a program

provision is unlikely to be controversial.

The problem outlined above could have been

solved by Invoking the state's regulations.

But state regulations are not uniformly

. observed! Why should this peticular one

be honored and others ovorlooked? %

Working daily pith young and relatively

pol,erless clients is likely to sarry with

.Aft many ,,tempt at ions to abuse that power

1

Pr'actitioners may have, been tempted.at one.

time or another to regiment the chi ldren,

to trCat'them all alike, to'intimidate

them into conformity to adult demands, to

reject unattractive children, or to become.

deeply' attached to some'children. Thus

the-hortatory literature addressed to pre.-

school practitioners reminds them to respect( ,

individual differences, to accept children,

to use positive guidance and to treat

14
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children with dignity. It"'seems- reasonable

to suggest that most s'il`ch exhortations should

be part of a code of ethics.

Multiplicity of Clients'

A code-of ethics may help pi:actitioners

to resole issues arising from the tlrat

they !-:ere a variety of client groups. Most

- preschool workers, when asked "Who is your'

client?" u fi7I11y respond hithout hesitation,

"Tile child." But it is probably more realistic

to order the client groups into a hierarchy;

so that pare"; are the primary group (see

Bersoff, 1975) , children secondary, the

employing agency and the Unger community

next Hecals6 Beker, 19761. Lach group

of clicks in the hierarchy may he perceived

4
as exerting pressures for practitioners to

act in ways that may be against the best

Ihterests of another client group. As a

case in point, pre-school corkers often

15
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lament the fact that many parehts want

their preschoolers to learn to read, while

they themselves consider such instruction

prem ture and therefore potentially harmful

to the children. At times, the best
4- -

interest of both parents and children may

be in conflict with agency interests and-

expectations, and so forth. A code of ethics ,

should helR to clarify the position of each

clienf group in the hierarchy, and provide

guidelines on how to resolve questions

concerning which of the groups has the best

Claim ractitioners' consideration.

Ambiguity of the Data Base

Many differences of opinion on courses

of action cannat be resolved by reference

to either state/local regulations or a

reliable body of evidence. It is taken as

a general proposition that'weakness in the

data base of a professional field often

16



causes a vacuum which is likely to be filled

by ideologies. The field of day care and

preschool education is one which seems to . sr

qualify as ideOlogy-bound (see Katz, 1975),

giving rise to a variety of temptations for

practitioners. The uncertainity and/or

navailabilty of reliable empirical findings

about the long-term-developmental consequences

-of early experiences tempts practitioners

(as well as their leaders) to develop

orthodoxies, as well as to become doctrinaire
.-00

in their collective statements. Such

orthodoxies bind doctrines may be functional .

to the extent that they provide practitioners

with a seffseof conviction and the confidence

necessary for action. Such conviction, how-

ever, y be accompanied by rejection of

alternative-methods and of some of the

facts which may be available. A code of

`ethics could serve to remind practitioners

I
17
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to tts,(41ew' ort hodoxi es , to strive tube .

nfonneeand open ains.led and 6 keep

a)nast ofnew ideas and developments.

Role Ambi'guity
-

Research and development activities'

f

of recent Tears have re'stflted- in emphasis

on the importance of the development1,1 and

?stimulus functions of day care and preschool

. practitioners as co'nfpared tNith more

traditional custodial and guidance functions.

In addition, recent policies related to
'

earlyihildhood emphasi:e parental involve-

ment on all levels of programMing, concern

for tnut rit i on and health screening, and

relevant social services. These pressures

and policies add to and aggravate a long-,
standing problem of role ambiguity for pre-

1

school workers. The central source of

-ambiguity stems from the geperal proposition

that the younger the chi ld served, the wider

18
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the ra4ge of his or her functioning for

which adults must assume responsibility.

Day care and preschool practitioners cannot

limit their concerns only to children's

academic- progress and pupil role social-

ization. The immaturity of the client

presses the practitioner into responding

to almost all of the child's needs and

behavior. ResponMbiLiry for fhe whole

cnN may lel to uncertainty over role--
boundaries, for exainplin. cases of

dis'agreement:with parents-over methods of

disc ipline,, toilet- training, sex tole

.soe4alization and so on. Clarification

of the boundaries of practitioner roles

and/or the limits of their expertise

r.
.

could b.e.refojected in a code of ethics.
.

In summary, four aspects of tle role

of day care and presch9b1 worl,ers hem to
. "

,

imply the necessity for a code of ethics:

c



high power and lots status , mulit i -

pi icit y of client groups, and ambiguity

in the data base and rid the role

boundaries of praa hers. It seems

reasonable to, suggest th t the actual .

problems encountered bY practitioners

in the \c,ourse of daily practice typi cal ly
I-

k,

P,..

,

reflect tombihat ions of several of these

aspect s .

E.tilidal Prohleols?tAr.
Some .exlimPl es of situations ch

seem to on reschool bract rt Toners

to 'Mahe ethical clioices are outlined

below.. The examples arc discussed in terms

of relation hip with major client 'g-rcu4?6, such

as parents, children, and col leagues and ,

employers.

[thical Issues Involving Parents
izt

Perhaps the most persi stent ethi cal

p rob] et; fa.:e,d by preschool practit amers

20
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are those encountered in their relations It

with parents. One common source of p roblems

stems from t he fact that practitioners,'

'generally reflect and cherish so-called

mj.4.dle class %aides and tend to confuse

conventional behavior uith*normal develop-

?
J 1

"kh.s merit. An increase in practitioners' self-

consciousness about/ ,being middle class (in

the )tIst dozen years) , seems to" hue increased
.

their htsitancy to take a stand in
.

controversies with parents.

Within any' given grow,of parents,

prefcrenCes and values may vary widely

;recording to tkeir parents' membership in

particular cultural, ethnilkor socio-
,

econom4,c groups. A practitioner may,

for example, choose to rejliTorce children

as they qevelop conventional'sex role/

stereotypes. But one or more parents in

the client group may prefer what' has come

21
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c cal led an ':a 1 ternat i xc I kfest y le .

.

".

al pa rent may demand of her chi la ,

aker that she not allow her son to

..
.plat' h i th do. ls, s, even cthough the aretaker

/ 2

/ma)' prefer not o discourage' such play,,

/101,,n pract it i'Oners are committed ed to respecti ,respect

ail(' respond to parental values and input
t --i.--;

i' diey may he, faced with having to chooe
,I. l

I
between what is xi ght and what s right t .

I!What dataa or pedagogi cal principless can

; he brought to hear. on such i4.hoi ces?

Simi lar.types of p4Tent -staff ethical

conflicts arise from discrepancies between

pa tont al and practitioner preferences with -

respect to curriculum goals and methods.

For example, prac.tItioncr.s often prefer

hi fo..rmL1 open or so- gilled "chi 1 d- cep rered"

curri culUm goal s and met hods, while parents

opt for tradi t i ona I methods. I f parents

are 'the primary clients of the staff, wha

I
2
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01*

posture should the staff take when

discrepancies In preferences occur?

Specificallyisuppose that a child in an

informal setting produces a pieci of art'

hark that appears to his parents to be

nothing more than scribbles: On the

other liSild; the carepver respects .the.

work as the child'; attempts at4self-

-,xpreSsaan and alse values the kinds of
. . ,

°Hile molar skill,development such a product

supports.. Suppose further that the

practitLaner knows that the art work might.
44'

cause a parent to make demeaning remarks-

to the child, or even scold him, Suppose

the same caretaker also know3s that if the
-N. .

child brings home work regarded b the
. %

paTents as evidence that the child is

. mastering the Three R's that his parents

heuf'd complement and reward him: .0flow should

the caretaker resolve the conflict between

23
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a,
-

,

herpcdagogical preferences and tht demands)
,-. . .

'of the huitie on the cfild? What choice

hould be in the best interests of the child?

It is unlikely atilt such issues can be

sett-Jed on the basis of avlilable evidence

(see Spodek, 1977) .

Disagrt'ements betheen practitioneri; and

parentqas,lb hi.ld behaviors should

be pei;mitte4 modified or phnished are legion.

Some or' 4 he disagreements are a function of

differences betheen the referent baselines

So.

of, the tho groups. Practitioner: teed to
D

assess and evaluate behavior against a.bas.e-

Nile derived from experience with hundreds
.

1

of children in the age group concerned. Thus

their concepts of what is the normal Or

typical range of behaviOr for the age group

are apt to be much wider thank parents' concepts.

. \s a result, practitioners' tolerance for

,ch-ildren's behavior (such as thumb-siickipg,

24



crying, masturbation, using dirty words,

aggression, sexual and sexrole exBerimenta-
.

tion, etc.) is likely to be greater than

that of the majority of parents. Parents

do not universally accept the wisdom that

comes from practitioners' experience, and

not infrequently instruct them to pirohibit

. .

what practitioners themselves accept as

normal behavior. .Hoh can practitionefs

respect 'parental preferences and their ohn

expertisK as well?,

In the course of their daily work,

preschool practitioners often encounter a

mother who involves' them in her total- life

problems. For, example, a mother may spill

outs all her personal problems to her child's

prescheo(1 teacher. In such a case, .the

practitioner may firi0 herself with unwelcome,

information. Two kinds of ethical issues
t

emerge from such cases. First, the patvirr



may be seeking advice on matters that

lie outside of the practitioner's training

and expertise: As a result the prActi-
%

tioner may t,ant to refer the parent to

specialized counseling or treatment. Are

there risks in making such referrals?

What al)out the possibility tlrat the un-

wanted information implies to the practi-

tioner that the child might be in psychological

danger, and the mother rejects the

recommendation for specialized help?

,Ethically, shat are the limits ofthe

practitioner's'respOnsibility to the whole

child? Secondly, such cases are representative

of many othei' occupational.- situations which

require confidentiality arld sensitivity

in handling informaOcin about clients',

private lives. code of ethics should

,address issues concerningthe limits or".

sxpertise and the COI identiality of(infoTmation.



I
k

$

\

Another example Of ethical issues in

practitioner-parent relations concerns the
__4..

risks and limits of truthfulness in sharing

.

information hith parents and colleagues.
01.

For exampl,;, parents often ask Caregivers

and preschool teachers about their children's

behavior. In some cases, a parent wants to

check up on his/her child in -order to know

hhether the child is persisting in undesirable

behavior, If the practitioner knows that a

truthful report will lead to severe punishment

.4

of file child, how should she reply: Similarly,
r

in filling out reports on children's

progress for use by others, practitioners

often %%orry as to whether a truthful portrayal

of a given child will result in prejudicial
,. .

and daMaging treatment by practitioners in
. g

..,.

the Subsequent setting receiving the report.

Withholding information is a type of playing'

God 'which causes considerable anxiety in
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teachers generally. In a similar way,

let us suppose that a practitioner had

goon} reason to believe that making a-

positive report to aparent about a

child's behavior (even though the report

might he untrue or exaggerated) would

improve relations between the child and

his parents. Fven if the ploy had a high

probability of working,would it be thically

defensible?

In summary, day care and preschool

practitioners face constant ethical dilemas

in*iheir relations with parents. Contemporary

emphasis an greater involvement and participa-

tion of parents in their children's education

and care is likely to increase and intensify,

these problem. A code of ethics cannot

solve the problem encountered by preschool

.practitioners. But it can provide a basis

upon Which staff members and their clients
4
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could, togeth6V, 'confront and think through.

theilommon and separate responsibilities;

concerns and ideas about whdt they believe

to be'right.

Ethical Issues Involving Children

Ohe of the sources of ethical conflicts

for preschool workers stems from the fact

that the youhg child has not yet been-

socialized into the role of pupil. A

ten-year-old hds been socialized to know

very well that'some'things ara no't discussed

with teachers qt school. The preschooler

does not yet have a sense of the boundarie

befween home and school, and what one

should or should not t( I caretakers and

teachers., Children often re rt information

about activines that practitioners ,ould

rather not have. For instance, children

sometimes report on'illegal or privite

activities going on at home. For one .thing,

I 29 -
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ti

the reliability of the report is difficult

to 4ssess. For another; asking leading

follow-4 questions may encourage a child al.

to tall too much . What should a practitioner
,

- do with such information? Practitioners

14

sometimes fit l themselVes at a loss for

words i such situations (Rosenberg and
/

Ehrgott, 1977), ;

Anothe'r type of problem related to

program activities seems to have ethical-"

implications. Children's enjoyment of

certain activities should of course be

considered in program planning, but this

_

attribute of a activity is not, sufficient

ih and of itself to justify its inclusio

ti in a-program. 'For example, children like,

to Watchylevision.but ar6 not adequate

ju'dges of what programs are worthwhile.

This type of problem involves complex

pedagogical, psychological and ethical
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issues (secs Peters, 1966). Sometimes such

problems are confounded by caregivers'

ttridenties to be motivated by a strong wish
.

to be loved, accepted-or appreciated by

4 the children. Children's affection and

. 2.

respect for caregivers and preschool

Tteache s is one useful indicator of their

effectiveness. But such positive child

responses should be consequences of right

action rather than motiv s underlying

practitioner.schaiices and sions.

Preschoollpractitioners. are

increasingly -undK pressure to teach'

their children academic skills. On the

whole, practitioners appear o resist

such pressures, not only on tie basis

of the possible prematurity of such

skill learning, but also as part of a

general rejection_of_so-callfrustructured"

or traditional schooling. Occasionally,
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howexer, the presure may be_ so great as

to tempt practitioners into giving their

charges crash courses on test items,

thereby minimi:ing the likelihood'bf

a poor shoeing on staAdardiz'ed test.

Even'if practitioners can get. away with

such tactics, should they be ethically

constrained against doing so? Should

a code of ethiCs addressquestions of

what stand to take ,on the uses and

potential abuses of. tests for assessing

achievement, for screening and for labeling

children?

Ethical, Issues fnvolving Col le ues and
Employing Agencies

Otte of the most common so rces of

conflict between co.-workers in preschool

settings centers around divergent views

on how to treat children. Staff meetings

conducted by suPervisors, of supervisory
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4

intervention andThssistance on a,one-to-one

hasfseem.to be the approkiat6 strategies'

for resolving such conflicts. But when a,

pdrent complains to 'one teacher about another,

how should the recipient of the eiomplaint

respond? 'Such cases often'offer a real

temptation to side with the complainant

But would that'recponse he right? Perhaps
4

one guideline Aich,may be re Avant to
44

such inter-staff conflicts would be for tlic

' individual practitioners involved to ask

themselvs (and other appropriate resource

. -N_
__people) whether the objectionable practice

y,

is really harmful to children. If the

answers, after serious reflection, is

clearly ."Yes," then action by the appropriate
A

authority must be taken to stop the lharmful

priNtice. But die state -of- the -art of

day care and preschool education does not

.yet, lend itself to definitive ansers to
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all questions of clear and Present danger

to children. If the practices in question

are objectionable merely on the gfounds of

hate, ideofbgicalpersuasion or

orthodoxy, then practitioners should

resist the terftptation.to indulge in 'feuds

among themselves and alliances tith parents

against each other. C
-

Examples of ethical dilemmas facing

practitioners in their relations 'with

emplo).ers incliMe those in which practitioner

are agate of violatiOns of state or local

regulations, .mis'r4resentations of operating

procedures in.Yeports to licensing

'authorities, or instances Of an owner's

1

m4srepresentation, of the nature of the program

and services offered to client. To Idiat

k..

extent should practitioners coitObute,.

even passixely-, to, such violati\s? Most
,

day.ctire and preschool personnel work hithout

34
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contracts, and thus risk losing their johs

if they gi\e evidence or information which

might threaten, the operating license of (heir
- -

employing agency, Should employges be silent

bystaaders in. these hinds of situations?

Silence would be practical, but would ir be

ethical?

Anothet type of dilemma canfronV

practitioners when agencies providing day

care services require declarations of

income from parents in order tondetermine

their fees.. One such Oise concerned a welfare

mother who finally obtained.a job and

realized that the day care fe9.,s corresponding

ta..her income would cause her actual income

to amount to only/ a fe7w, more dolla,Ts'than

she

had been receiving on welfare. Yet she
-

really wanted to wcNT: trier child's care-
,.

giver advised her not to'tell the agency that
1

she was employed, and to wait for the

35
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c7
authoritieto bring up the mat-ter first.

.00

It is easy to sbe that the practitioner

in `thisisituation was an active agent in

violatingency and sfate regulations.

But she also knew that alternative

arrangements for child care wer'eun-
,

available to this mother, and that the

child had just begunto feel at home and

to thrive in the day care center. The

practitionr judged the whole family's

best interests to be undermined by the
n

income-fee regulations. Hew could a code

of ethics address such an issue?

What Next Steps Might be Taken?

Some preliminary steps toward develop-

code of ethics'have Aready been
o

taken. The Minnesota Association for the

Education of Young Children (MnAEYC) adopted

a Code of Ethical Conduct Responsibilities

in 1976. The code enumerates a total of

V
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thirty-four principresLatvided into three

categoilies: (1) General Principle's for

All Members, (2) ,Additional Principle's' for

Members Who Sero'6 Children in a Specific

Capacity; and (3) Members Who Serve through

Anillary Services such as Training:

Licensing, etc. The category contains

nineteen principles and is further delineated

into four subcategories for members who
r

are trainers, those who are licensing

personnel, for members who are parents

and for lthose who are supervisors and

administrators.

Many of the principles listea ki the

MnAIiYC Code correspond to suggestions'

mane in this 'paper. A number of the.
1

principles, however, might he more

applicable Io job descriptions than to

a code of ethics' (e.g., Principle 29,

Tdr Supervisors states, ',...should.proVide
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`regular in-service training to further

"staff development and to meet licensing

requirements hhen appropriate"), Three

of the Principles are addressedto'Memrs

,h1lo a're,parents. Since p efits are clients

rather than practitioArs the appropriateness ,

of including them in a practitioners'

'code of ethics is doubtful.

An Initial code of ethics for,early

childhood education and development..

professionals has also been proposed'hy.

Ward (19.77), Ward proposes nineteen
ti

statemen4 of commitments-under three

headilg's: (1) For the Child, (2) For the

Parents and Family Members and (3) For

Myself and the Early Childhood Ptofession.

, These statements cover a wide range of

aspects of horkingNith young childr,en,

and together with the code adopted by

MnAEY0 could 'provide a useful basis for

38
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further discussion...

It seems advisable to begin at a,local

leyel to refine these codes 'or develop another

code. Small grdups of workers at a given

day care or child development center or

locale might constitute themselves into an

ethics committee and thrash through issues

to determine where they stand. Local

efforts and problems could beshared with(

ethi'es committees of statewide associations.

-The process of developing and refining

a code of ethics will undoubtedly be slow

and arduous. Many practitioners are

cynical about the value of such codes.

But, as Levine (1972) points .out, the ork

of developing 'a code inyo es

self-scrutiny, which in and'of itself may
411.

strengthen resistance to the many 'temptAtions

encountered in practice.- Furthermore,

recent research on helpiAg bellavior

- 39
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suggests that individuals' iespolises to

their own conflicting impulses are

strongly influenced 1)y their perceptions

of, the norms of the group with whom they

identify (cf. Wilson, 1976). The norms

of our colleague group, articulated in

a code of ethics, may help to give us the

-fcrling that colleagues will back us if

he take a, risky (hut courageous) stand,

or censure.us if we fail toflive nn to

the code: The daily work of day care

and preschool practitioners is fraught

with ambiguities. A code of ethics may

hq,lp practitioners to cope with the

ambiguities with greater success.

'40
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'P;ostscript
4

TheEducational Resources Information
Center/Early Childhood Education Clear-
inghouse (ERIC/ECE) is one of a system of
16 clearinghouses sponsored by the National
Institute of Education to provide infor-
mation about current research and develop-
ments in the field of education. The
clearinghouses, each focusing on a specific
area of education (such as early childhood,
teacher education, languages and linguis-

'tics), are located at universities and
institutions, throughout the United States.

Eac4 clearinghouse staff searches system- '

atically to acquire current, ,significant
documents relevant to education. These
research studies, speeches, conference
proceedings, curriculum guides, and other
publications are abstracted, indexed and
published in Resources in Education (RIE),
a monthly journal. RIE is available at
libraries, or may be ordered from the
Superintendent ofOocument's, U.S. Govern-
ment Printing Office, Washington, D.C.
\Z0402.%

Ai,ther Era publication is Current Index
. to Journals in Education ('CIJE), a monthly

guide to periodical literature which cites
articles in more than 700 journals and
magazines in the field of education.
Articles are,indexed by subject, autho
and joUrnal contents. GIJE is ava le

at7Tib,aries, or by 'subscription rom
Macmillan Information, 909 Thin Avenue,
New York, N.Y. .10022.
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The"Larly Childhood Lduca ion Clearinghouse
moucco., distributes'a quarterly news-,
letter., Idlich reports on ieh programs and

publications and RIE documents of special
interest. for a comp ete list of ERIC/
ECE publications, or f you would like to
to subscribe to the Nei letter, write:
ERIC Clearinghouse/Eatly Childhood Educa-
tion, diversity of Illinois, 80S 'Vest
Pennsyl ania Avenue, Urbana,- Illfridis

,d1801.
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THE ERIC CLEARINGHOUSES

CAREER EDUCATION
Center for Vocational Education'
Ohio State University,
1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, Ohio 43210

(614) 486-3655

COUNSELING AND PERSONNEL SERVICES
The University of Michigan
School of Education Building
Room 2108, East Univ. q South Univ.
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109

(313) 764-9492

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
University of Illinois
805 West Pennsylvania Avenue
Urbana, Illinois 61801

(217) 333-1386

EDUCATIONAL MANAGEMENT
University'of Oregon
Eugene, Oregon 97403

(503) 686-5043

HANDICAPPED ANDGIFT5D CHILDREN
The Council for Exceptional Children
1920 AssociatiOn Drive
Reston, Virginia 22091

(700,620 -3660

HIGHER EDUCATION
George Washington Univ's
1 Dupont Circle, Suite
Wahington, D.C. 20036

(202) 296-259
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INI.ORMATION RES01 ES
: School of Educatlori,

Syracuse University

)(Syracuse, New York 13210
'(315) 423-3640

JUNIOR COLLEGES
U iversity of California

,9 Powell Library Building
los Angeles, California 90024

(213) 825-3931

LANGUAGES AND LINGUISTICS
Center for Applied Linguistics
1611 North Kent Street

Arlington, Virginia 22209
(703) 528-4312

READING AND COMMUNICATION SKILLS
1114 Kenyon Road
Urbana; Illinois 61801

(217)(32P-3860

RURAL EDUCATION AND SMALL SCHOOLS
New Mexico State University, Box 3AP
Las Cruces, New iftxico -88003 ,

(505) 646-2623 u

SCIENCE, MATHEMATICS, AND
ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

Ohid-State University-
1200 Chambers Road, Third Floor
Columbus, Ohio 43212
'(614) 422-6717

SOCIAL STUDIES /SOCIAL SCIENCE EDUCATION
( 855 Broadway

Boulder, Colorado 80302
(303) 492-8434

(continued)



TEACHER EDUCATION
1 Dupont Circle, N.W., Suite 616
Washington, D.C. 2003b

(202) 29:i-,71.'.80

TESTS, MEASUREMEN1 AND EVALUATION
1Alticational Testing Service

Princeton, Neh Jersey 0854'0

(609) 921-9000; Ext. 2176

URBAN EDUCATION
le:Ichers,Collegc, Box 40

Columbia Unixersity
New York, New York 10027

(212) 678-3438

The material in.this.publication was pre-
pared pursuant to a contract with the
National Institute of Education, U.S.
Department of Healt4, Education, and Welfare.
Cohtractors undertaking such prbject's under
government sponsorship are encouraged to

,express freely their judgement in pro-
fessional and technical matters. Prior'
ta publication, the,manuscript was submitted to
the Area committee for Early Childhbod
Education at the University of Illinois for
%critical review and deterMination of professional
competence. This publication has met such
standards. Points of view or opinions, however,
do not necessarily-represen!t the official view or
opinions of either the Area Committee or the
National Institute of Education.
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